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The IET DIY Faraday Challenge Day ‘Flood Defence’ is based on the Faraday Challenge Day
of the same name, a STEM activity day written and delivered by Attainment Partnership on
behalf of the Institution of Engineering and Technology (IET).

The IET Faraday website hosts a wide range of teaching resources for science, design and
technology and maths. These include classroom activities with film clips, online games,
posters, careers resources and STEM activity days.
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The Faraday Challenge: Flood Defence
Creative problem solving for different ability levels
This cross-curricular Science, Design and Technology, Engineering and Mathematics
(STEM) activity day encourages the development of students’ problem solving, team
working and communication skills. Students achieve a better understanding of what
engineering is and the science, maths and technology elements within engineering,
leading to increased engagement in science or technology lessons afterwards.
The challenge has been specifically designed to give students the opportunity to be
creative in their solutions and to succeed, independent of their level of ability. This
activity is therefore suitable for a range of different ability levels.
The challenge
Students work in teams to design and make a prototype device that can design and
make a prototype of a simple device (to be sold in stores like B&Q) that will allow
homeowners to remove water from their house during periods of flooding.
In this challenge the device will have to move 100ml of water from one position to
another to a height of 300mm.
You will be awarded marks for the amount of water you successfully move within one
minute. Your device needs to stay in one position during this time.
Who is it for?
The Faraday Challenge ‘Flood defence’ has been designed for six teams of six students
(36 students in total) aged 12-13 years (year 8, and equivalent).
This set of resources provides you with the basic materials that you need to run an
activity day which brings science, design and technology, engineering and maths
together in an engaging way.
Each team will be asked to assign: a team leader; an accountant; an assessment
coordinator; two scientists; two mathematicians; two design and technologists;
manufacturers and designers. Each team member will need to be assigned more than
one role and feed into different aspects of the day.
You can adapt this set of resources for larger numbers of students if, for example, you wish
to run the event for a whole year group. If this is the case, you will need to increase the
number of team booklets and practical resources appropriately.
1
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Snapshot of the day and some top tips
08.30
Set up for the
day

•
•
•
•

Tables and stations laid out (room requirements, p.10)
Test area (materials and equipment, p.6)
Materials shop/Technician’s area (materials and equipment, p.8)
Get extra help from colleagues (at least two colleagues)

09.15
Students take
their places

•
•

One team per table
Explain student roles and responsibilities (teams assign roles)

09.30
Session one
10.15

•

10.40

•

Introduce challenge and generate initial ideas (Introductory
Presentation slides 1-4)
Exploring the challenge in more detail: video clips provide context
and example solutions (Introductory Presentation slides 5-12)
Teams develop their ideas (Introductory Presentation slide 14): aim
for development of ideas to be 80% complete by break time

11.00
Break time

•
•

10 minute break
Shopping lists ready (teams ready to buy materials)

11.10
Session two

•
•

Introduce and open the shop (Introductory Presentation slide 13)
Manufacturing starts! (teams develop chosen idea into viable solution
– aim for manufacture to be 60% complete by lunchtime)
Interview the teams: informal assessment of idea progression and
team working

•

•

12.30
Lunchtime

•

30 minute break

13.00
Session three

•
•
•
•

Learning logs completed: scripts finished at start of session (if using
digital video cameras, video learning logs handed in for download)
Finishing touches to devices
Test devices
Shop shuts at 13.30

•
•
•

Prototypes presented: learning logs and devices tested
Scores announced: achievement of all teams celebrated
Certificates awarded for each participating student (p.16)

14.00-15.00
Faraday
Challenge
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Top tips for running the day
(for a Faraday Challenge Day involving 6 teams of 6 students)
1. Set up the room
It is essential to set the room up before the students arrive – see ‘Room requirements
and layout’ on page 10. You will need a large area for the following areas of the room:
- the shop (the bigger the better)
- the glue station (four hot glue guns need to be available)
- the vice/cutting table
- the testing area where students will be testing their devices
2. Get the team tables ready
On each team table, make sure you have the following:
- table number and team information
- student booklets (one per team – see page 1)
- 120 Faradays (see page 22 for printable Faraday notes in four denominations)
- student roles and responsibilities sheet (see page 20 for this)
- plain paper (for students to use to design their device)
3. Prepare the materials shop
- It is a good idea to produce price tags for the materials at the shop
- The materials resource list (within the Student booklet) can be modified or
adapted to your personal needs
- The technician’s balance sheet (see page 17) needs to be filled in by the shop
technician and used as a ‘check’ against the accounting record sheets from each
team
4. Explain the student roles and responsibilities
Explain the roles and responsibilities sheet to the groups as they come in, and make
sure they start assigning the various roles before you start the day (and before they
open the booklets).
5. Keep an eye on the clock
It is important to regularly make reference to the time and what needs to be completed
in each session in order to keep the teams on track.
6. The Flood Defence Introductory Presentation is your guide
The ‘Flood Defence Introductory Presentation.ppt’ contains all the information needed for the
students and normally takes about 40 minutes to go through (notes and tips are included). You
can adapt this PowerPoint presentation to fit the needs of you and your students.
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7. Learning logs can be in person or digitally
- Students can create a short learning log to present what they have learnt
throughout the day (see page 12).
- For video learning logs you can use whatever portable digital video recorders you
or the students have, including smartphones. Free video editing software can be
found online.
- If students do not have access to video recording equipment they can present
their learning logs as a team in front of the group just before they test their
product.
- Try and keep the learning logs to about 2 minutes long, as everyone will need to
watch each of the six presentations/films during the challenge stage at the end of
the day.
- Giving the students a structure helps with ensuring the deadline for the learning
logs is met. If using digital video cameras, teachers/technicians will then have a
chance to review the logs and prepare the snippets to show as a continuous
video clip for each team.
- We find it easier for one adult to ‘own’ the whole learning log/video production
process, manage and assess it.
8. Assign the assessment matrix to one teacher/technician
- The assessment matrix (see page 15) needs to be filled in by one person
throughout the day.
- The various sections can be assessed throughout the day, making it easier to
announce the winners at the end of the day.
The following table provides a structure for assessment of teams throughout the day:
Assessment

When to assess

Initial ideas sheets

End of session one (break time)

Development of ideas

End of session two

Team accounting sheet

13.30 – upon closure of the shop

Quality of final product and function During the Faraday Challenge
of device
Team work
During session two – having observed the teams
all day you can make a judgement on this
Learning log
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During the presentation of the learning log –
before each team attempts the Final Challenge

9. Get the test area ready for the final Faraday Challenge
This area should include either several
small tables or one large table to put the
paddling pool on.
The top tray needs to be held 300mm
above the bottom of the paddling pool (see
image).
The stand is made from square section
pine, glued together and reinforced with
triangular pieces of corriboard.
You will need a vessel full of water to pour
into the bottom tray. The paddling pool is
simply there to catch the spillage.
It is a good idea to get the students
watching a reasonable distance away from
the test rig during the final challenge.
If you have time and space, it is a good
idea to set up two test areas so that there
is not a long queue forming when they
need to test their prototype solutions.
10. Make sure you have support
- Your colleagues - You will need support from a teacher/technician to run the
shop during the day, a judge to complete the assessment of the teams and
allocate scores, and someone to help students should they need some additional
guidance.
- STEM Ambassadors - Engineers (including IET members), scientists and other
STEM professionals are available to come and support you by volunteering their
time to help run the Faraday Challenge Day, or any other STEM activity you may
have running in your school. Contact STEMNET (www.stemnet.org.uk/contact)
who can find you a STEM Ambassador in your area.
STEM Ambassadors can be from the science and engineering industry, university
students and/or parents and can form the start of active links with local businesses. You
could even suggest visiting their offices to run the Faraday Challenge Day for the
students there, and combine the event with a careers talk from the company.
5
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What you’ll need to run the challenge
Materials and equipment (for six teams of six students)
You should be able to run the day using materials and equipment that you can find in a
typical Science laboratory and Design and Technology department. If there are things listed
here that are not available in your school, you should be able to purchase them at low cost
from your local hardware store or education resource suppliers – if unsure ask your Science
technician or Design and Technology materials purchaser.
Materials required:
Item
Jubilee clips
Plastic cups
Straws
Modelling foam
MDF (or alternative)
Clear acrylic tube
Dowelling
PVC tubing
Parcel tape
Glass paper

Size
200mm length
22mm x 150mm x 150mm
6mm x 150mm x 150mm
50mm dia. X 200mm
6mm dia. X 300mm
10mm dia. X 200mm
-

Quantity
6
1 box
12
12
12
12
12
-

Equipment needed for the design and build stages of the day:
Item
Size
Quantity
Hacksaw/coping saw
Junior
6
4
Hot glue guns and glue Various
12
sticks
6
Screwdrivers
6
Files,
all-purpose,
with Approx. 200mm x 200mm
handle
30cm
6
Glass paper
Ruler

Equipment needed for the Final Challenge at the end of the day:
Item
Stopwatch
Large measuring cylinder
Funnel
Paddling pool
Trays to hold water x 2
Stand
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Introductory PowerPoint Presentation
The Flood Defence Introductory PowerPoint presentation guides you and the students
through the day and includes a series of film clips. The film clips help to set the context
for the challenge and provides examples of gripper solutions, and sliding and lever
mechanisms.
Teachers’ notes can be found within the notes section of each PowerPoint slide, or you
can refer to the Flood Defence Introductory Presentation Slides and Notes booklet.

7
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Room requirements and layout
You will need a large room and it is essential to set the room up before the students
arrive. Below is an outline of the room layout for a Faraday Challenge Day, including
positioning of tables and work stations.

8
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Schedule for the day
The Faraday Challenge is a daylong event, running from approximately 9am – 3pm.
The schedule below gives a guideline as to how to set the day out for each section of
the Faraday Challenge Day.
09.15 Students are seated at their team tables
Teams assign the various roles and responsibilities before continuing with the
day
09.30 Session one
• Deliver the introductory PowerPoint presentation with film clips and
directions for the day. Teachers notes can be found within the notes
section of each PowerPoint slide, or refer to the Flood Defence
Introductory Presentation and Notes booklet
• Teams to embark on initial ideas stage (each subject pair to work on
specific details)
Introductory Presentation slides 1-4 and initial ideas sections should take
approx. 45 minutes.
• Teams continue with development of ideas stage (bring together the 3
pairs with their subject expertise)
• Team to decide on which idea to develop
• Learning log briefing
11.00 Break (shop opens)
11.10 Session two
• Introduce use of shop and technician – money (Faradays), resources,
equipment
• Teams to develop chosen idea into viable solution (application of
scientific research into creative engineering solution)
• Teams start manufacturing their device
12.30 Lunch
13.00 Session three
• Students finish preparing their learning logs at the beginning of the
session (hand in any digital video cameras if used)
• Students build their final idea for the engineering solution
• Teams put their engineering solution (their built device) to the test before
the challenge commences!
13.30 Shop shuts
14.00 Faraday STEM Challenge commences
• Learning logs are presented in front of the class (digital or verbal)
• Teams present their engineering solution and test their device
14.45 Results announced
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Student learning logs
Students can create a short learning log to present what they have learnt throughout the
day. The learning logs should last between 2-3 minutes in total and can be presented in
two ways:
• As a verbal presentation from each team
In this case each team would present their verbal learning log to the judges and the
other participating student teams
• As a video learning log recorded on a portable digital video camera
In this case the video production manager from each team will need to be briefed and
given adequate time to record snippets from each of their team members. A teacher or
technician would then need to edit the clips from each team to make a single clip to
represent each team, and organize for a projector for the presentation of these video
clips.
The ideal time to present the learning logs would be the end of the day when the
challenge commences (14.00 on the schedule) as an introduction to the final testing of
each team’s device.
Suggested format for learning logs
Segment Focus
1
Team leader to introduce team and school. Individual
team members to then introduce themselves and their
roles and responsibilities.
2
Team to talk through the decisions surrounding why
they have chosen their specific idea to develop:
• How is it going to work?
• What are the problems and how are they going
to solve them?
3
Science specialists - To clearly demonstrate the
science in the design of the prototype
4
Maths specialists - To clearly demonstrate the maths in
the design of the prototype
5
Design and Technology specialists - To clearly present
the practical application of the design, how will they
make all the bits fit together and discuss how the
design developed including choice of materials,
construction methods, sizes etc.
6
Each member of the team to present their key learning
throughout the day
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Suggested length
20 seconds

30 seconds

30 seconds
30 seconds
30 seconds

20 seconds

Assessing the learning logs
Teams need to demonstrate to the judges what they know about each of the three
subject areas and how they have used this to help the design and manufacture of the
prototype device. Students can be assessed on the following key content areas:
1. General content
• Are they capturing real learning (and not just doing?)
• Are the science, mathematics and design and technology specialists talking
clearly about the application of this knowledge and understanding?
• Is it interesting to listen to?
• It is original in its content?
2. Science
There is a lot of science in this task. Teams should identify the key areas and discuss
them on relation to their device. For example:
• What principles is your device upon?
• What form of motion is used in your device?
3. Mathematics
Teams should identify the mathematical aspects of the problem they have been asked
to solve. They should be encouraged to brainstorm all the different aspects of
mathematics they can see at work within their device in order to ensure that they score
well. For example:
• Can the device be simplified? If so, can this be represented mathematically? (i.e.
a diagram, or using variables?)
• Can you calculate the volume of water being moved at any one time? Can you
calculate the time it would take to move 1 litre of water?
4. Design and Technology
What do you think are the key features you need to think about to ensure your device
works effectively? Students could cover the following in their learning log:
• Why have you used the materials chosen?
• What construction methods have they chosen and why?
• What were the main problems encountered and how were these overcome?
If students will be developing video learning logs their technical abilities can also be
assessed in terms of producing the film. For example:
• Quality of the audio (can you hear what everyone is saying?)
• Are they using the zoom feature?
• Do the clips ‘stitch’ together well?
• Is it creatively produced?
11
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Example risk assessment
Activity

Faraday STEM Challenge day: Flood Defence

Persons at risk
Maximum group size

Students taking part in a Faraday Challenge Day
36 students
Minimum staffing
1:12
ratio (including
teachers and STEM
Ambassadors)

Risk assessment
Hazards
1. Basic use of hand tools (hand drill, tenon
saw, coping saw) – risk of cutting or abrasion
2. Use of glue guns – risk of burning skin

3. Use of fishing wire – potential to cut

Control Measures
All cutting and drilling of materials to be
performed at a designated area. To be
manned by technician at all times.
Warm glue guns to be used throughout the
day. The area for gluing to be overseen by a
technician or another suitably experienced
responsible adult. Glue guns hot enough to
cause burning of the skin.
Students to be made aware of the danger
and also how the material MUST be used
(i.e. attached to a handle and not to be
‘pulled’ directly by hand).

Further action required:
1. Ensure all persons staffing the Faraday Challenge Day are aware of, and competent to
comply with this risk assessment and the control measures.
Working practice
Group structure
Restrictions
Emergency procedure
Safety equipment

Staff member(s) producing this risk
assessment
Date of this review
This is an example risk assessment. It is the responsibility of the hosting organisation to complete a
full risk assessment for the activity. The Institution of Engineering and Technology (IET) accepts no
responsibility for any damages caused by the use of these resources.
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Assessment matrix
Assessment
categories

Team 1

Team work

10

Initial ideas

10

Development
of ideas

20

STEM
questions
The
Challenge
Accountant
balance
sheet
Learning log

30

Total score

200

90
10

30

Results table
First
Second
Third
Fourth
Fifth
Sixth
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Team 2

Team 3

Team 4

Team 5

Team 6
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Technician’s balance sheet
Faradays
spent at
each visit
to the
shop

Team 1

Team 2

Team 3

Team 4

Team 5

Team 6

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10
Total
Faradays
spent
15
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Student booklet
The student booklet outlines the challenge context and brief, assessment matrix, timings for
the day and all other information and worksheets needed by each team to complete the
challenge. Each page has been included as a separate document numbered in the following
order:
1.

Faraday Challenge Day student booklet cover

2.

Brief and context

3.

Assessment criteria sheet 1

4.

Assessment criteria sheet 2

5.

Materials resource list

6.

Timings for the day

7.

Team accounting sheet

8.

Learning log help sheet (if learning logs are to be presented as verbal presentations)

9.

Video help sheet (if using a video camera, otherwise can be adapted to be a help
sheet for a successful presentation)

10.

Top tips for using a digital camera

11.

STEM questions 1

12.

STEM questions 2

13.

STEM questions 3

The video help sheets and digital camera top tips can be used when learning logs are
presented as video clips. The learning log help sheet can be used when learning logs are
presented as verbal presentations.

16
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Student team registration form
Team No. …..
Faraday Challenge Date: ………………………………
Your School Name: …….………………………………
Your Teacher’s Name: …………………………………

Team Members
1 ……………………..…………………………………
2 ……………………..…………………………………
3 ….……………….……………………………………
4 ………………..………………………………………
5 …………………..……………………………………
6 ………………………………………………………..
17
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Student roles and responsibilities
The team that wins will work together in the most effective and efficient way.
It is crucial that each and every member of your team understands what their role is and
what they are responsible for.
When you discuss the roles and responsibilities at the start of the day, you must think
about what you are good at and which areas you are responsible for.
The team probably needs the following team members:
•

•
•

•

•
•
•

A team leader – ultimately responsible for the work that needs to be done and
the standard of the work. Also ensures the team works well together and
everyone is on task. This role is NOT about being the loudest member of the
group!
An accountant – responsible for the accounting sheet and the money.
Two scientists, two mathematicians and two design and technologists –
responsible for bringing different skills and knowledge to the problem. They are
also responsible for working with the ‘Learning log manager’ to prepare the
material/information for the video/presentation.
Learning log manager – a very important role. You will be in charge of designing
and producing the learning log for your team. You will need to be able to produce
your team’s video/presentation to a high standard but also capture the learning
that takes place during the day.
Assessment coordinator – responsible for getting the assessment tasks done on
time and checking the standard.
Manufacturers – will each produce different parts of the actual device. Your team
will need to assign more than one person to this role.
Designers – responsible for producing the ‘development of ideas’ sheets,
outlining the journey from first idea to final solution. Your team will need to assign
more than one person to this role.

Additional Information:
It might be a good idea (depending on the members of your team) to have a person in
charge of time management – making sure everyone knows what assessment
deadlines are coming up, what needs to be completed and by when.
It will be necessary for each team member to take on several roles. Roles can overlap,
and some roles ‘fit together’ better than others.
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Faradays (special currency for the day)
Faradays are provided in denominations of one (F1), five (F5), ten (F10) and twenty
(F20) Faradays – students use these as their currency for the day to buy materials and
resources.
Each team will need F120.
The ‘materials shop’ will need plenty of F1, F5 and F10 notes to provide change for
students purchasing materials.
You can photocopy the following pages to create the amount needed to run the day.
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